1. Introduction. This note concerns the effective calculation of the functor Ext(^4, G), which is defined as the group of all abelian group extensions of the abelian group G by the abelian group A (cf. [2; 1, Chapter XIV]).
For finitely generated A the functor is known: it is additive in A, and Ext (Z, G)=0 when A =Z is the infinite cyclic group, while for A the finite cyclic group Z/mZ of order 777, Ext (Z/mZ, G) = G/mG. We shall be concerned with the case when A is a torsion group; since any such group is a direct sum of primary groups for various primes p, we shall assume that A is a ^-primary group P; that is, a group in which every element has order a power of the prime p. The simplest such case is that in which every element of P (except 0) has order p; in this case Eilenberg-MacLane [3, Theorem 26.5] have established a natural isomorphism (1) v. Ext (T; G) £J Horn (7; G/pG) (pT = 0);
here Horn (A, B) denotes, as usual, the group of all homomorphisms of A into B. In this result, the isomorphism v may be described as follows. Write each element E of Ext (P, G) as a short exact sequence E: 0->G->B->"F->0. The corresponding homomorphism vE: T-^G/pG is then given as follows: to each tET choose a representative b(t)EB with p.b(t)=t and then set (vE)(t) =pb(t)+pG.
The results to be presented below are extensive generalizations of this one.
An extension E of G by P is said to be finitely trivial if it splits whenever it is cut down to a finite subgroup of T. More formally, P is finitely trivial if, for every finite subgroup SE T, E has image zero in the homomorphism Ext (P, G)->Ext (S, G) induced by the injection of S into P. Since each finite group is a direct sum of cyclic groups, an extension P is finitely trivial if and only if it is trivial on every cyclic subgroup 5 of P. The set of all finitely trivial extensions of G by P constitutes a subgroup Ext/(P, G) of Ext (P, G); this subgroup appears in the study [2] of universal coefficient theorems.
For the p-primary group P we denote by Tk the subgroup of all elements t with pkt = 0; this yields a "double sequence" Q(T) of groups and homomorphisms The set of all such homomorphisms a = (ai, a2, • • • ) constitutes a group which we denote by Horn (Q(T), P(G)).
If T is any p-primary torsion group, there is an exact sequence
where k is the identity injection and 6 is a natural homomorphism.
The proof will be given in §2 below. In order to see that this result determines Ext modulo the finitely trivial extensions, we observe that the group of homomorphisms of double sequences used here has a sort of "composition series" in which the composition factors are ordinary groups of homomorphisms, in the following way. In particular, if pT = 0, Hi = 0, and we recover the result (1) above; other special cases will appear in the corollaries of §2 and §5.
The next step in our analysis is the determination of Ext/. For any abelian group G let p"G denote the intersection of all the subgroups pkG for k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and G" the inverse limit of the system of subgroups G/pkG under the maps G/pkG<-G/pk+1G induced by the identity. There is a canonical homomorphism k: G->G<" which carries gEG into that element Kg of G«, which for each k has coordinate g+pkG in G/pkG; we shall be concerned with the quotient group G"/kG. (For example, if G is the additive group of integers, Gx/kG is the additive group of p-adic integers modulo the subgroup of rational integers.) Our deepest result will be Theorem 3. If T is a denumerable p-primary torsion group, there are natural homomorphisms a and r yielding an exact sequence 0 -♦ Ext (p"T, p°G) -^ Ext/(P, G) ^> rIom(p°>T, GJkG) -> 0 where p"'T=\/\pnT and k: G-»G0O = Lim.. G/pkG is the canonical map defined just above. (Here "Lim_" denotes the inverse limit of the indicated sequence of groups.)
In this exact sequence the left-hand term is a group Ext to which Theorem 1 can be reapplied. This leads to a successive application of Theorems 1 and 3 by induction (possibly transfinite); there results a determination of Ext (P, G) up to a (large number of) group extensions, provided P is denumerable and has no proper divisible subgroups; indeed, in this case the Ulm structure theorem [5, Theorem 14] gives the structure of Pin terms of successive subgroups like p"T, formed by transfinite induction.
This theorem will be proved in §5, where it will be given in the stronger form of an epimorphism p: Ext/(7, G) -> Ext°(p"T, GkG") which is an isomorphism when P is denumerable.
Here Ext0 is a new functor; more exactly, it is a functor which assigns to each abelian group T and to each homomorphism (5: A^>B of abelian groups a group Ext°(P, A/3B). There are several exact sequences connecting this new functor with Ext and Horn, notably a sequence involving both maps /3*: Horn (T, ;!)->Hom (P, B) and /3*: Ext (P, A)->Ext (T, B) induced by p\ This new functor is treated in §4; it is a special case of the homology of the complex of a chain transformation, which can be formulated neatly (independently of properties of Ext) in terms of four "braided" exact sequences (see §3). 2. Homomorphisms of double sequences. We turn first to the proof of Theorem 1 and define the map d. If an element PGExt (P, G) is represented by a short exact sequence 0->Gr->P-^F->0, we choose to each tET a representative b(t)EB with ub(t)=t. Then for pn* = 0 the formula an(t)=pnb(t) +pn(G)EG/p"G gives a homomorphism a": Tn->G/pnG which is independent of the choice of the representatives b. An easy verification shows that a= (ai, a2, • • • ) is thus a homomorphism of the double sequence Q(T) to the double sequence P(G). We set 0(P)=a.
Then d is a homomorphism 6: Ext (P, G)->Hom (Q(T), P(G)), for the addition in Ext may be described by a termwise addition of factor sets, which clearly adds the corresponding homomorphisms an. If P is trivial on all finite subgroups of P, then it is trivial on cyclic subgroups, so that one can choose for each t with pH = 0 a representa-tive b(t) with p"b(t)=0.
We get a = 0. Thus Ext/(£, G) is contained in the kernel of 0. Conversely, if 0£ = O, then each t of order pn has an(t) =0, hence has a representative b'(t) with pnb'(t)=0. This asserts that £ is trivial on cyclic (and hence on finite) subgroups of £. Therefore Ker 0 = Ext/(£, G).
It remains only to prove d an epimorphism. For this, it is sufficient to construct an extension B of G by £ from the Lemma 1. Given (ai, a2, ■ -■ )6Hom
(Q(T), P(G)) there exists for each positive integer n a tower of abelian groups GC£iC£2C ■ ■ ■ CBn, a set of homomorphisms4>m: Bm-^>Tm, for m = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, each with kernel G, and a set of functions bm on Tm to Bm, for m = l, • • ■ , n, such that each composite <pmbm is the identity while, for m<n, the functions <pm+i and bm+i are extensions of the functions <pm and bm, and finally such that for each m and each tETm, am(t) = Pmbm(t)+PmG.
The proof is by induction on n, starting with the (trivial) case n = 0. Hence assume the lemma true for n. The factor group Tn+i/Tn is a primary abelian group with every element (save 0) of order p, hence is a vector space over the field of integers modulo p. As such, it has a basis, say xp, for p running over some set £ of indices. For each index p, choose an element tp in £B+i to represent xp. Then each element sp=ptp is in £", and the elements of £n+i can be uniquely represented in the form s+ "^eptp, where sET" and the ep are integers with 0Sep<p.
By the commutation condition/an+i=aBir of (4) we have /aB+i(*p) = aB7r/p = a"Sp = pnbn(sf) + pnG.
Hence there are elements h"EG with an+i(tf) =pn[bn(sf) +hp]+pn+1G. We now construct £B+i as an extension of B" by T"+i/Tn. As elements of £B+i we take all finite sums c = a + X} epvp, a E B", 0 ^ ep < p, the ep integers, and with addition determined by the rule pvp = bn(sp)+hp.
This yields a group £n+iZ)£B. The functions <pn+i and bn+i are defined by setting < Pn+i(c) = 4>na + 2_, ept", bn+i(s + X efh) = bnS + J2 epvp.
The choice of h" insures that c/>B+i is a homomorphism.
The second commutation condition of (4) insures that an+i(t) =pn+1bn+i(t)+pn+1G, and the other conditions of the lemma are readily verified. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2 of the introduction. We define Homk(Q(T), P(G)) as the subgroup of Horn (Q, P) consisting of all those G/pnG -^ G/pn+1 G^r G/p"G will be commutative.
To do so, again choose a base x" for Tn+i/Tn as a vector space over the integers modulo p, and take representatives tp for x" in P"+i. Again set ptp = spETn. From the given homomorphism a": Tn-^G/pnG we can choose elements gPEG, one for each index p, with ansp = gp +pnG. We then define a = a"+i by setting ais + 2Z eptp) = ra"s + (X) epgp + p"+1G), [April for 56£B, and e" integers with 0^ep<p.
One verifies at once that a is a homomorphism, and that commutativity holds in the left-hand square above. A longer computation gives commutativity in the right hand square, as a consequence of the fact that jr: G/p"G-^G/pnG is the homomorphism obtained by multiplication by p. This proves Lemma 2, and with it Theorem 2.
Corollary. If G and T are abelian groups with p"T = 0 for some integer n, then Ext (T, G) =Hom (Qn(T), £"(£)), where the expression on the right denotes the group of all homomorphisms of the n-term double sequence Qn(T) into the n-term sequence £"(£), as above.
Proof. The hypothesis pnT = 0 implies that Tn = Tn+i= ■ ■ ■ =T, and hence that £ is a direct sum of cyclic groups [5, Theorem 6] . It follows that a finitely trivial extension is necessarily trivial in the large; that is, Ext/ = 0. Consider also the longer exact sequence of cochain complexes , and H*(Ka) alternately on top and on the bottom). The diagram is commutative except for the second diamond which is anti-commutative (D*t= -aidy). The diagram contains four exact sequences, each formed by taking a horizontal map followed by two diagonal maps in line, followed by a horizontal map, and so on; these four sequences start on the left with k horizontal (the usual exact sequence of D), with yp diagonal (the sequence of E) with a diagonal (the sequence given in (7)) and with j horizontal (the sequence of L).
The proof requires only verification of commutativity or anticommutativity, which is routine. Note incidentally that the horizontal rows at the top and bottom of the braid (though not exact sequences) are in order the maps j, a, k, F*, j, ■ ■ ■ obtained from the four-term exact sequence P. The braid diagram is thus the natural presentation of the maps arising from such a four term exact sequence of complexes.
If Ker a = 0, then X^aX, while, by (7), t*: H" The result is independent of the choice of the projective resolution P, for given any other projective resolution P' of T' and a map/o: T-^T' it is known that there is a chain transformation/: £->£' inducing/0 and that any two such chain transformations are chain homotopic. Upon applying our observations on the behavior of the complex of a map under chain homotopies we find that Ext"(£, AfiB) is independent of the choice of P, and that it is a contravariant functor of T and a covariant functor of the map 8-There are natural transformations Finally, we take P3 to be Ker(£2->£i). That this construction provides a (functorial!) resolution for any abelian group is well known; for example, it appears as a consequence of the cohomology theory of abelian groups as calculated from the bar construction in [4] . When Ext0 is calculated from this resolution we find 
t) =h(t)-h(s+t)+h(s).
This gives a description of Ext0 by "factor sets" analogous to the usual such description of Ext (£, A). There is also an invariant description by means of extensions; we will not use it, but we state it briefly. Let E0(B, T) be the direct sum of £ and T, regarded as an extension of B by T. If £ is any extension of A by T, let p\E6Ext (£, B) denote an extension which is the image of £ under 8*-Then as elements of Ext°(£, ABB) we may take all pairs (£, 6) where £ is an extension of A by £ and d is an equivalence of BE to E0(B, T). The equivalence and the group operations upon such pairs can be defined as in the ordinary invariant interpretation of Ext (see for example [6] ). 5 . Analysis of finitely trivial extensions. We now turn to the main result: Theorem 8. For G an abelian group and T a p-primary abelian torsion group there is a natural epimorphism p: Ext/(7, G) -> Ext°(p"T, GkGx), where k: G^>Gx = Lim_(G/pnG) 75 the canonical map. If T is denumerable, p is an isomorphism.
This will imply Theorem 3 of the introduction, for the kernel of k is clearly p"G and the middle exact sequence of Theorem 6 thus is: 0 -> Ext(paT, p"G) ^ Exta(p°T, GkGx) -» Homfj^F, GJkG) -» 0.
We begin a proof of Theorem 8 by the construction of p, which employs several choices. First, by the definition of p"T as the intersection of all the subgroups pnT, we can choose for each xEp"T an element sn(x)ET with p"sn(x) =x. Now let P: 0->G->5->"F-»0 be a finitely trivial extension of G by 7; we regard G as a subgroup of P. For each tET choose a representative b(t) in P with p&(0 =/. A factor set/ for the extension E is then given by the equations (17) bis) + bit) = fis, t) + bis + t), s,tET.
Define g on p"TXpuT by setting g(x, y) =f(x, y) tor x, yEp"T; then g is the factor set/ "cut down" to p"TE T. Gker ii = G. Hence we may set, for xEp"T, (18) cn
Clearly cn(x) is independent of the choice of the elements v"ix). Even more, it is independent of the choice of the functions sn(x). For, if sf ix) is a second such choice, then pnisnix) -sf (x)) =0. Since the extension P is finitely trivial, there must then be elements aix)EB with pa(x) =s"' ix)-s"(x) and pnaix)=0.
As an element vf ix) with image sf ix) we may then take vf ix) = vn(x) +a(x) ; then the new function c' is
Finally, a change in the choice of the function b(t) will give a new such function b'(t) with b'(t) =b(t)+h(t), where A is a function on p"T to G. From the definitions (18) we can calculate the new c' and g' as (19) cf
g'ix, y) = hiy) -hix + y) + hix) + gix, y).
For fixed choices of b(t) and sn(x) one can also always choose vn(x) =b(sn(x)) and then calculate pnvn(x) by iteration of the formula (17) pn -l times. There results a formula for cn in terms of the factor set/and the functions sn as [April
For the canonical map j: G/pn+1G^G/pnG one now readily calculates that jcn+i(x) =cn(x). Hence for each x the elements cn(x) are the coordinates of an element c(x) in the inverse limit GM = Lim«_G/pnG. For given choices of b, the function c so defined satisfies with g the condition (22) c(y) -c(x + y) + c(y) = Kg(x, y), x, y 6 p"T.
To prove this, for x^Oj^y, we use the freedom of choice for sn and vn by choosing s"(x+y) =sn(x)+sn(y), vn(x+y) =vn(x)+vn(y); then (22) follows directly from (18). Now this relation (22) is the condition (16) of Theorem 7, while conditions (14) and (15) of that theorem automatically hold for the factor set g. Thus for a fixed choice of b(t) the pair (g, c) is an element of the group denoted in Theorem 7 as Z(p"T, n). According to (19) and (20) as the definition of the map p, now independent of all choices made. The map p so defined is a homomorphism, as asserted in the theorem. To show this we take a fixed choice of the function sn(x) for all extensions £, and recall that the addition in the group Ext, and hence in its subgroup Ext/, is given by a termwise addition of the factor sets. By (21) it is clear that this then gives a termwise addition of the functions cn(x); hence p is a homomorphism.
The crucial point is now the proof that p is an epimorphism.
Let there be given a pair of functions (g, c) in Z(p"T, k). By conditions (14) and (15) the function g is a symmetric factor set of p"T with values in G; hence we can introduce the corresponding extension 0->G-*Ba->mpwT->0 with representatives bo(x)EB0 such that (24) b0(x) + b0(y) = g(x, y) + b0(x + y), x, y E p"T.
On the other hand the element c(x) in Gx has coordinates cn(x) +pnG in each G/pnG, where the elements cn(x) of G satisfy the conditions (25) cn+m(x) ss c"(x) (mod pnG), xEp"T, 
Now introduce an auxiliary subgroup Tn of P, to consist of all elements r in P with p"rEp"T. Then
the union of all the subgroups T" is the whole of the (torsion) group P, and Tn+1/Tn is a group with all elements (save 0) of order p. We now assert:
Lemma 3. Given (g, c) as above, there exists for each non-negative n a tower of abelian groups G C P° C B1 E ■ ■ ■ E B", a set of homomorphisms um: Bm-+Tm and a set of functions am on Tm to Bm, both for 777 = 0, •••, 77, such that each composite umam is the identity, such that BQ = B°, po=p°, bo = a°, such that for each m<n the functions pm+1 and am+1 are extensions of the functions um and am, and finally such that for all mSn and allrETm (29) pmam(r) = bm(pmr) (mod pmG).
In this last condition (29), since am and bm are both systems of representatives, it is obvious that pmam(r)-bm(pmr)EG; the crucial point is that this element lies in pmG.
The proof of the lemma is by induction on n, the case 77 = 0 being immediate (set P° = P0, etc.). In general, given the lemma for 77, we choose a basis w\ for Tn+1/T" as a vector space over the integers mod p, where X runs through some set of indices. Then pick elements sxGFn+1 in the classes w>, and write ps\ = r\ETn. Then every element of Pn+1 can be written uniquely in the form of a finite sum r+ 2~2esS\ with rET" and each ex an integer with 0Se\<p. We construct Pn+1 as the group with elements all finite sums d + 2Z ex«x, d E B", 0 S ex < p, where the elements u\ are subject to the relations (30) pux = a"(r>) + fa, fa E G.
Here each fa can be chosen according to (25) and the induction assumption (29) so that (31) p"fa = bn(p"rx) -p"a»(n) + en(p"rx) -cn+iipnry).
We now define the functions un+1 and an+1 by setting un+1id + 2Z e\uf) = unid) + 2Z «xsx, d E B", a"+1ir + 2Z ex*x) = anW + £ exwx, r E 7"; in particular an+1is\) =u\. In view of the defining relation (30) it is immediate that an+1 is a homomorphism. The other formal properties follow easily; it remains only to prove (29) for ?m = 77 + 1. [April This gives the desired result (29).
Given this lemma, we now prove p onto as follows. Construct an extension B of G as the union of the tower of groups Bn. The combination of the functions p.™ then yields a homomorphism p.: £->£, with kernel G; the combination of the am gives a function a on £ to B with po the identity. Hence B is indeed an extension of G by £. To show that this extension is finitely trivial, it suffices to show £ trivial on the cyclic subgroup generated by one element tET. Let / have order pk. Then surely tETk, hence by (29) pkak(t) = bk(pkt)=0 (mod pkG). Thus pkak(t) =pkf(t) for some f(t)EG, so that / has in B the representative ak(t) -/(f) of order exactly pk, as desired. Finally, we must show that the homomorphism p applied to the extension £ gives the pair of functions (g, c) used in its construction.
First, the set of representatives a(t) tor E agrees for tEp"T with b0(t), hence yields the factor set g on p"T by (24). Secondly, apply the definition of p to construct the function cf (x) by choosing to xEp"T an element sn(x) in T with p"sn( by definition of bn, as desired.
We have now proved p in Theorem 8 to be an epimorphism. The remaining assertion as to the kernel of p will follow from Lemma 4. The homomorphism p of Theorem 8 has as kernel the set of all those extensions E: 0->G->£-x'P-»0 of G by T for which there is a function b on T to B with ub the identity, with u cut down to p"T a homomorphism pwT-+B, and with always (32) pmbis) = bipms), pms E p"T.
Proof. It is clear that any extension E with such a set of representatives is trivial on the subgroup of 7 generated by any one element s, and hence that P is finitely trivial. From the very construction of the map p it is also clear that for any such extension E the image pP will be zero. It remains only to show that pE = 0 implies the existence of such a special system of representatives b.
To this end, take E with pE = 0. This means that the construction of p above yields a pair of functions (g, c) in the group B(p"T, k) of Theorem 7. Now in the construction of p we observed that a change in the choice of representatives used can change the resulting pair (g, c) by any pair (8h, ah)
in B(p"T, k). Making this change, we find a new system b of representatives of P in B such that p applied to b yields the pair (0, 0). The fact that the first of this pair of functions g is zero means exactly that b cut down to the subgroup p"T is a homomorphism pwT^>B. The fact that the second function c = 0 means exactly that for xEp"T and for any element sn(x)ET with pnsn(x)=x we get (33) b(x) -pnbisnix)) E pnG.
Now consider P as an extension 0->p"T->F-►P/p^P->0. To each element z in T/p"T select a representative u(z) in P. Every element t oi T then has a unique representation as t = x + uiz) for xEp*T, zET/p"T. If z has order pm, then pmu(z)Ep"T and i33) asserts that there are elements kiz) in G with (34) bipmuiz)) -pmbiuiz)) = pmkiz).
Next we define a new system b' of representatives for P by b'ix + «(z)) = bix) + biuiz)) + kiz), x E pwT, z E T/p"T.
Then b'ix) =6(at), so V is still a homomorphism when cut down to p"T. The order of x+u(z) modulo p"T is exactly the order pm of z in T/p"T. We calculate pmb'ix + u(z)) = pmbix) + pmbiuiz)) + pmkiz) = pH(x) + bipmuiz)), by (34), = b'ipmx + pmuiz)), the latter since, on p"T, b = b' is a homomorphism. This shows that the system V has the desired property (32), and proves Lemma 4.
As asserted in our Theorem 8, more can be achieved in case P is denumerable.
Lemma 5. If T/p"T is denumerable, the kernel of p is zero.
